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Dear Physical Education & Sports Professionals, Greetings from PEFI 

On behalf of the Physical Education Foundation of India (PEFI),, I feel elated to bring to your knowledge that PEFI is jointly 

organizing The Sports India Conference 2022 in association with the Indian Exhibition Services and Sports India Foundation. 

The theme for the event is "India The Emerging Sporting Superpower". The conference is scheduled to be held on 

the 04th of August 2022, at India Expo Center, Greater Noida, UP, India. I am pleased to invite you for the same. 

PEFI is dedicated to enabling growth and innovation in physical education and sports, The Sports India conference is an 

extension of our commitment to the field. Our objective for this conference is to encourage research and development in 

the field and to provide a conducive platform for research scholars to showcase their work. The theme of the event is the 

celebration of India's sports achievement over the last decade and to analyze the roadmap of India's trajectory towards 

becoming a credible sports power. The event envisions finding innovative and sustainable solutions for current challenges 

faced by physical education and sports fraternity. We are trying to bring together the best brains of the country related to0 

the field of physical education, sports, fitness & welness 

We would be pleased to have your gracious presence at this conference. On behalf of PEFI, I request you kindly accept this 

invite. The event brochure is enclosed with this letter for your ready reference. I will be looking forward to hearing from 

you. 

For Registration, Please click on this link: https:/rzp.io//qnm0F8Tc 

You are also requested to share this information among your professional groups and social media platforms so that 

interested persons can benefit from the knowledge. 

Thanks &Regards 
Dr. Piyush Jain 
National Secretary 
PEFI 


